
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Department of Geography & Environment 
 
Assistant or Associate Professor in Urban Economics  and Economic Geography 
 
Assistant Professor: Salary is competitive and not less than £51,908 per annum inclusive 
Associate Professor: Salary is competitive and not less than £61,895 per annum inclusive 
 
We are looking to recruit an Assistant Professor to join one of the world’s best known urban 
economics and economic geography groups. The Department would prefer to make an 
appointment at Assistant Professor level but will consider outstanding applicants at Associate 
Professor level if no suitable applications are received at Assistant Professor level. 
 
To be considered as an Assistant Professor candidates should have a PhD in Economics/Economic 
Geography or a related field (or be close to finishing) and a proven or developing record of 
publications in refereed international journals based on research that has the potential to be 
internationally excellent and possibly world leading in terms of originality, significance and rigour. 
Some experience of teaching urban economics or a related discipline at undergraduate and post 
graduate level would be highly desirable.  
 
To be considered as an Associate Professor candidates should have a PhD in Economics/ 
Economic Geography or a related field and an outstanding record of publications in refereed 
international journals. Candidates should have an internationally recognised academic profile based 
on research that is, or has the proven potential to be, world leading in terms of originality, 
significance and rigour. A significant track record of excellence in teaching at undergraduate and 
postgraduate level is essential. Candidates for Associate Professor should be able to make a 
significant contribution to the development of our MSc Real Estate Economics and Finance 
programme. 
 
Candidates for either role must have a research interest in Urban Economics, Real Estate 
Economics and Finance or International Economics and show a clear strategy for future top quality 
research. They must be interested in working as part of an interdisciplinary Economic Geography 
group in a Department linked closely to colleagues in relevant disciplines across the School, which 
enjoys very strong international student demand across a wide range of graduate and 
undergraduate programmes. They should also have excellent communication skills and an ability to 
work as part of a team in the development of the Department. 
 
The other criteria that will be used when shortlisting for this post can be found on the person 
specification which is attached to this vacancy on the LSE’s online recruitment system. 
 
The post will start on 1 September 2015. 
 
Please ensure that you specify which level you are applying for in your application. 
 
To apply for this post please go to ‘ www.lse.ac.uk/Jobs at LSE’  and select “Vacancies”. 
 
The closing date for the receipt of applications is  14 November 2014 (midnight, UK time).  
Regrettably, we are unable to accept any late appli cations. 
 
 

We value diversity and wish to promote equality at all levels 


